
 

George Landsberg and company pushes Head of Waterfront Luke Funk into the lake, as dogs, Koda and Gunner look on. 
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Scalp, skits, and summer standings 

By Jack Greco 

July 2015 Session C 

We had a big week in Deerhorn sports featuring the first game of Scalp, skit night, and much 
more.  In our first game of Scalp the Apache were victorious.  It came down to Jack Greco (A), 
Diego Baños (A), Evan Palatnik (C), Leo Bopp (N), and Mac Shea (I).  Greco pulled Shea just 
before being pulled by Palatnik.  Palatnik was then pulled by Bopp who fell short to Baños in the 
end.  Leader Griff Parry and his Navajo team took the second game.  The third game featured a 
huge upset when lone Iroquois, Trevor Yamada, took down four Chippewas in a series of one v. 
ones.  The ‘Quois also took the voyager game with Griff Parry getting banged up in the process.  
Shifting the attention to Skit Night, the Iroquois seniors beat out the other three teams with a very 
interesting skit about Shrek.  The Chippewa juniors and intermediates emerged victorious with an 
intense rap battle.  Currently in the summer long standings, the Apache still lead with the Chips 
close in second.  The Navajo squad is still sitting in third with the Iroquois sitting tight in last. 
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Q: Why did you chose to lead the Navajo team? 
A:  I love the color blue, and I think that ‘Navajo’  is a 
really cool name. 
 
Q: What is your favorite Sunday Event?  
A: I love Attack of the Sioux because it’s fun for everyone 
and I love getting the chance at beating the counselors, but 
always seem to fall short and end up losing. 
 
Q: What was your favorite year to be a camper? 
A: My voyager year was so much fun because it was all 
my friends who I had known for years at camp on the trip, 
and I made memories that lasted forever.  
 
Q: What is your favorite Sports & Games activity? 
A: I love Klepton because mixing capture the flag and 
scalp is always an absolute blast 
 
Q: If you could add one activity to camp what would it 
be? 
A: I think adding a zip line would be really cool. Some 
sort of zip line obstacle course through camp seems like it 
would be a ton of fun. 

 

 
Leader Spotlight: Griff Parry 

By Quinn Hedges and Ryder Broadbridge 
 
 

Apache senior Walt Szafran tries to 
blend in with his surroundings 

Chippewa leader Patrick Drake enjoys 
picking raspberries on the Lake Superior 
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Deerhorn Sun Staff 
 

Thanks to all the aspiring young 
Journalists that contributed to this 

newsletter 
 

Jake Menz 

Jack Greco 

Tommy Engels 

Ryder Broadbridge 

Quinn Hedges 

Engels’ Eats 
By Tommy Engels 

Welcome to Deerhorn Spike Buck campers! We have had many good meals here at camp this 
whole summer, and although you may have missed a few favorites, here are some good ones to 
watch out for. Donut day is always one of the best breakfasts we have here, and one of the best 
lunches is without a doubt grilled cheese, which we were lucky to enjoy a few days ago. 
Something to watch out for during the final days of the session is the awards breakfast waffles, 
with whipped cream. One of the best parts about our food is that if you don’t like the main 
course, there is usually a salad or fruit bar to go to that is always reliable. I’ll be sharing my 
thoughts on the best meals in camp throughout the rest of the session, so if you’d like your 
opinion known, find me during meals or in activities and you may have your own opinions 
included here in our food critic corner! 

 
 
 

  A day at the waterfront 
      By Mike ‘Squirrel’ Maicke 
 
Phillip Meyers dug his front foot in the sand as his back foot 
rested against the sandy wooden beam.  Once other campers 
locked in the similar position, they simultaneous took off in 
a mad dash to the water.  Machine gun runs ran rampant for 
the entirety of the normally structured Saturday afternoon 
activity periods.  By the beginning of the final period of the 
day, the waterfront counselors were joined by landlubbers 
trying to cool down in the 82 degree weather.  From the 
Skeeter to the golf green groups of all ages enjoyed an 
afternoon full of water basketball, sandcastle building, and 
trips to the rave.  Golf instructor Jack Mignin gave campers 
in his class the rare opportunity to putt down the waterslide 
into a small bucket, as Sports & Games and Basketball 
claimed the inner “A” Dock.  The Spike Bucks experienced 
one of the hottest and sunniest days that Deerhorn has 
encountered this summer.  Water skiing counselor Mark 
Deacon caught sporadic glimpses of the beach from his ski 
boat.  “It was really cool, seeing that many kids on the 
beach and in the water having fun was great.  I liked seeing 
the older guys and the younger guys hanging out,” Deacon 
said.  
 

 


